
Open Space Meeting 20th march 2022 
Holy Wondering and Respectful listening affirmed as principal tools for our Open Space meeting. 

Open space opened with prayer at: 10.55am 

Attendees: Rev Jamee, Jeremy, Fleur, Viki, Chris, Barry, Julie G, Julie M 

Notes taken by: Viki 

Notes: 
Fleur wondered if there could be a review of previous wonderings. It was acknowledged that we’ve 

had a lot of wonderful wonderings, an example of which was given – time before the service, 

welcoming space. 

Julie G followed on and wondered about a specific previous wondering – including Anglican prayers 

in the service i.e., the Creed. Also wondered about the options for petitions or requests for prayer, 

could request email prior to service but would reduce community involvement. Meeting earlier is ok 

if there is something on our hearts but there is a time limit, so doesn’t eat too much into worship 

time. 

Barry wondered what happens to these meetings? How are the wonderings acted on? Saying the 

Creed has already been raised. How does it happen? Expanded on the timing or pre-worship space, 

could there be a definitive start at 9am when everyone silences for worship? Acknowledges the 

possibility of loosing the discipline of preparing for worship with Zoom being so easy to just click 

onto late or just on time. 

Julie M followed on from Barry’s wonderings, sit quietly like in a physical church candles are lit, a 

signal, now’s the time to get ready. 

Barry wondered about the welcoming element running into the service time. When attending 

physical church there is personal preparation time. 

Julie M wondered about requests for prayer that are not planned, sometimes they happen on the 

spur of the moment. Regarding the timing issue, bells bring everyone into the space. Extend time for 

meeting, community bonding, sharing of lives together. HHO is not like a physical church – important 

checking in time. 

Julie G wondered if there was a process for how the wonderings are fed forward to leadership. Prior 

to the service if we could have a suggestion. Pre service time people are welcome to bring forward 

prayers etc. 

Viki wondered about Rev’d Jamee’s idea in the chat to use the leadership notices at worship to 

reaffirm fruitfulness of wonderings from Open Space. Also wondered if the chat could be used prior 

to the service to add what we are thankful for or whom we wish to ask intercessory prayer for. 

These could be included in the prayers, then if we run out of time to expand on them prior, could 

revisit the request after the service in the fellowship space. 

Julie M wondered if we could have something to define fellowship before church.  

Rev’d Jamee wondered to mark time if we could make technology work for us. 

Julie G wondered if Zoom had a countdown. 



Viki confirmed there is a Zoom App. 

Julie M wondered if we could follow through with the timer and Fleur agreed. 

Chris had been wondering that it’s nice to have the space to be able to say something on our hearts 

Fleur acknowledged that Rev Jamee is inundated with emails and wondered about the option of 

emailing to a different email  

Chris confirmed that the HHO email address she mans has very little traffic, apart from some begging 

emails and a family member reaching out when one of our community was sick a while ago. 

Julie G felt there may be a privacy issue with the HHO email address and also finds the chat 

distracting sometimes and impersonal. 

Fleur spoke about how some parishes have a prayer@ email address, specifically dedicated to 

prayer. Accessed via a link on Website, requests for prayer only. Too impersonal to write prayer 

requests into the chat. 

Julie G wondered about wonderings, if leadership meetings at some point reported back in open 

space. 

Rev Jamee wondered if a separate space, once a quarter, could celebrate fruitfulness and give 

thanks for Open Space. 

Fleur couldn’t give thanks for fruitfulness if didn’t know how things unfolded. Couldn’t see that Open 

Space was fruitful. Suggestions are not being listened to? Reason why we do or don’t go ahead with 

them. 

11.47am Rev Jamee acknowledged that this meeting had been a tumultuous one, so closed with the 

prayer for grace but offered to stay on with anyone that would like to assist with the Zoom timer 

until midday 

Julie G & Viki stayed on with Rev Jamee to investigate Timer by Zoom until 11.58am 

 Timer - Zoom App Marketplace 

Chat record: 
 10:54:47 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone: 

https://dioceseofbrisbane-

my.sharepoint.com/:w:/g/personal/jamee_callard_anglicanchurchsq_org_au/EaK_c2lf_8tMo9lAvYE

QVn8B5GqAQk192Ho98P_6jVZbIg?e=JmjQLA 

11:01:43 From  Julie to  Everyone: 

I am wondering about the same thing Fleur 

11:04:18 From  Fleur  to  Everyone: 

I wondered about that too 

11:07:30 From  Fleur to  Everyone: 

Could we briefly review previous meeting notes? 

https://marketplace.zoom.us/apps/cXw5IXmqT6SIIBQxgM_PfQ


11:19:32 From  Rev'd Jamee  to  Everyone: 

I wonder if the leadership notices at worship could reaffirm the fruitfulness of wonderings from 

open space? 

11:29:04 From  Julie  to  Everyone: 

A whole new world 

11:32:53 From  Fleur   to  Everyone: 

I second that 

11:33:07 From  barry  to  Everyone: 

Great idea 

11:35:27 From  Julie to  Everyone: 

Wondering if people could go to the Apps icon on screen and scroll down to Timer and see if it is 

what we could use. 

11:36:49 From  Viki  to  Everyone: 

I wonder if we could have a HHO email addrress 

11:37:22 From  Fleur to  Everyone: 

Good idea! 

11:47:42 From  barry  to  Everyone: 

Well wondered Fleur 

11:49:40 From  barry  to  Everyone: 

Hooroo everyone 

11:49:57 From  Julie  to  Everyone: 

Yes great wondering Fleur 

11:52:45 From  Jeremy  to  Everyone: 

I may head off. 
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